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In the previous paper [3], the author defined
a convolution semigroup {/2t}t>0 of stable distributions over a simply connected nilpotent Lie
group G in connection with a dilation {Tr}r>o. It
corresponds to a convolution semigroup of strictly operator-stable distributions in the case
where G is a Euclidean space In this paper,
motivated by Sharpe [4], we shall characterize
stable distributions over a Lie group as a certain
limit distribution. We show that our definition of
stable distributions coincides with that given in
[3], provided that the distributions are full. Then
we shall discuss the domain of the normal attraction of stable distributions over a simply connected nilpotent Lie group.
1. Stable distributions and associated convolution semigroup. Let G be a Lie group and let
f be its left invariant Lie algebra. For two (probover G, their
ability) distributions /2 and
convolution is defined by
/2

* v(E)

f.v(a-E)p(da).

The n-times convolution of /2 is denoted by
Let q9 be a continuous map from G (or f)
into G (or c). For a distribution/2 over G (or c),
we define a distribution p/2 by p/2(E)
/2(p-X (E) ). Let fi be an automorphism of G, i.e.,
/3" G G is a diffeomorphism and satisfies
fi(av) fl(a)fl(v) for any a, v G. Then we
have the relation fi(/2* ) =/3/2 flu for any distributions /2 and over G. A distribution /2 over
G (or f) is called full if /2 is not supported by
any proper subgroup of G (or proper subalgebra
of f).
Let N-- {1,2,...} be the set of all positive
integers. Let {fin}new be a sequence of automorphisms of G. It is called a semigroup if
N. A distribution /2 over G
holds for all k,
is called stable if there exists a sequence {n}.N
of automorphisms of G and a distribution p over
G such that fip’* converges weakly to

/2

n*

*

We will give a characterization of stable
distributions in the case where the Lie group is
simply connected and nilpotent. It is known that
if G is a simply connected nilpotent Lie group,
the exponential map: exp" g--* G is a diffeomorphism. Hence G is non-compact. Denote the inverse map of exp by log. Then/2 over G is full if
and only if log/2 over (g is full.
Theorem 1.1. Let/2 be a full distribution over
a simply connected nilpotent Lie group G. Then [2 is
stable if and only if there exists a sequence {7)N
of automorphisms of G such that /2* 7/2 holds
for all k N
Before we proceed to the proof of the
theorem, we need two facts. Let fl’ be a linear
map of g. It is called an automorphism of if it is
a one to one, onto map and satisfies fl’[X, Y]
[fl’X, fl’Y] for all X, Yg. Now if fl is an
automorphism of G, the differential dfl defines an
automorphism of g. Conversely let fl’ be an automorphism of g. If G is simply connected and
nilpotent, there exists a unique automorphism of
G such that its differential eoinsides with fl’. Indeed, define /9" G--* G by fl(exp X) -exp fl’X.
Then, using Champbel-Hausdorff formula we
have

fl(expX exp Y)
fl(exp(X + Y+ 1/2[X, Y] + ...))
exp(fl’X +/3’Y+ 1/2[fl’X, fl’Y] + ...)
exp(fi’X)exp(fl’Y) fl(expX)fl(expY).
Therefore /3 is an automorphism of G and satis-

fi’. The uniqueness will be obvious.
Another fact we need is stated in the following lemma.
Lemma (cf. Sharpe [4] and Eurek-Mason [1]).
Let {m (n)} be a sequence of distributions over the
Lie algebra ( converging weakly to a full distribution m. Suppose that there exists a sequence
{fi(n)} of automorphisms of ( such that i<n)m (n) converges weakly to a full distribution fit. Then a certain subsequence {fi<n’)} converges to an automorphfit.
ism fl of f such that tim

fies

dfi
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Proof Let V be the linear support of m,
spanned by {Y1,... ,Yr}, which generates the Lie
algebra
We can show similarly as in [1] Lemma 2.2.2, that the sequence {/<n) Yi} is bounded
for any i
of the
1,..., r. Since any element
basis {X1,..., Xd} of
is written as a linear
sum of the elements of the forms

X

[Yil, [Y., ["’, [Ym-,, [Ym]]’" "]
{1,...,r}), the sequence {/5n)Xy}

(il,..., im

is
bounded
for
a
j.
any
Consequently,
also
subsequence {fl(n’)} of {/n)} converges to an endomorphism fl of c. Then the sequence {/<n’>m (n’)}
converges weakly to /m and satisfies tim "--rh.
Since tim is full, fl is an automorphism.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. "If" part is obvious.
We shall prove the "only if" part. Suppose that 12
is stable. Then there exists a sequence {fln}n of
automorphisms of G and a distribution v over G
such that 12
llm_.ooflv Then we have 12 k*
limn_.oo(flnp"*) k* k*for anynk,positive integer k.
Then we obtain
Note that (fln n*)
pnV
-t
For each k N, set
12,(n) llmn.oo(finfln
k)
-1
nk*
flnflnk. Then we have
7(n) p,,v (n)anct(n) 7k
r/ --12 and
r/ ----12 as n-- co.
(n)
(n)
Let aT" be the differential of
Then
(n)
(n)
t’
(exp X) -expa?’ A), or equivalently,
(n)
(n)
log ?’ (a)= a?’ log a. Therefore we have
(n)
(n)
(n)
distributions
log ?’2")r/
a’ log r/ Define
(n)over the Lie algebra
by m
log ), m
Then we have m
rn
log 12 and n log
(n)
(n)
and a’ rn ---, n as n oo. Since m is full, r
is also full. Therefore, there exists an automorphism 7"; on f such that ’;,m
n by the above
lemma. We can choose {72}kN such that 7k71
N. Now for each k N define
kl for all k,
an automorphism Tk of G by 7"k(a)
exp(7";,
log a). Then {7"k}kN is a semigroup of autok.
N.
for all k
morphisms satisfying 7"k12 =12
The proof is complete.
Let {12t}t>0 be a family of distributions over
G. It is called a convolution semigroup if it saristies (a) 12t 12s
12t+s for any s, t > 0, and (b)
t---’
0, where 6e is a unit measure at
12t-* 6e as
the point e (identity of G). In particular if each 12t
is a stable distribution, it is called a convolution
semigroup of stable distributions,
Let {7"t}t>o be a family of automorphisms of
G. It is called a one parameter group if ’t(a) is
G and satisfies ’7"s
continuous in (0, oo)
’ts for all t, s > 0. Further, if ’t(a)-- e holds

.

nnl)n*

’

’

’

12*.

*

r/
n--
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uniformly on compact sets of G as t---* 0, it is
called a dilation. It is known that if a dilation exists on a Lie group G, it is simply connected and
nilpotent. See [3]. Given a dilation, the family of
differentials {d’t}t> o defines a one parameter
Further, there exgroup of automorphisms of
such that d?’t
ists a linear map Q’exp(log t)Q t o The linear map Q is called the
exponent of the dilation. Note that real parts of
eigen values of Q are all positive.
Theorem 1.2. Let 12 be a full stable distribution over a simply connected nilpotent Lie group G.
Then there exists a unique convolution semigroup
{12t}t>0 of stable distributions such that 121 12.
Furthermore there exists a dilation {7"t} t>o such that
12
T12 holds for all t > O.
Proof Let {’k } kg be the sequence of automorphisms defined in Theorem 1.1. We first consider the case where it is a semigroup. For k,
-1
It is well defined
l N, we set 7/k 7k
-1
N. Then
all
for
holds
since 7"7"
7" 7"
{’r)rO+ (positive rationals) is a one parameter
group of automorphisms of G. Let t > 0 be an
arbitrary real number. Then there exists a sequenee of positive rationals (r) such that
converges to an automorphism ?’t. We can prove
that ?’t does not depend on the choice of sequences (r.) converging to t, and {’t)t>0 satisfies
?’s’t ’st for all s, t > O. Moreover, 7"t is continuous in t.
Now for each t > 0, define a distribution
by 12t
’t12. Then {12t}t>o satisfies 12t 12s 12s+
for all s, t > 0. Indeed, if s, t are rationals such
k/n and t
l/n, we have 12k/* 12/that s
-1 k,
112/, ’n-112 (k+l)* 12(k+l)/" Therefore
12
{12t}t>0 satisfies 12s*12t 12s+t for positive rationals s,t. Since 12t is continuous in t > 0, the equality holds for all positive reals s, t. Therefore
property. We have
{12t}t>0 has the convolution
n,
so that 12t is stable for all
further, 12t
’t/n12
t > 0. We shall prove 12t--* 6e as t---* 0. Let G
G U {co} be the one point compactification of G.
Then it is a topological semigroup by setting aoo
ooa= co and cooo co For each t> 0
can be considered as a measure on the compact
space G. Now let 12o be any accumulation point of
{12t}t>o as t---* 0. It is a distribution over G and
or
satisfies 12o
120 120, which implies 120
exwhich
further
have
We
12t* 12o 12t,
12o
as
cludes the case 120
6oo. This proves 12t

.

.

*

’
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t-- 0. Now since Pt--*
Note the equality log/t

e,

we have log pt--

o.

to log p. Since log/ is

a full distribution, t---0 as t---*0 or equivalently 7"t(a)--* e uniformly on compact sets of G as
t---* 0. Therefore {?’t}t>o is a dilation,
Now in case where {7"k}N is not a semigroup, let / (or aV) be the group generated by
k
for
automorphisms /3 of G such that fig--p
N (or fig-" p). Then aV is a normal
some k
subgroup of /. Consider the factor group //aV.
Then f
7"aV, k N define a semigroup in the
factor group. A certain modification of the above
argument shows that there exists a dilation
{Tt }t>o and 12 Ttll, t 0 defines a convolution
semigroup of stable distributions.
Conversely suppose that we are given a convolution semigroup of stable distributions {/t}t>0
such that fil =/t. Let {7"t}t>0 be the dilation constructed above. We will prove that fit-- 7"t/
holds for all t 0, which implies the uniqueness
of the convolution semigroup {fi t}t>0. For each
positive integer
there exists an automorphism
fi(n) such that (’)^P 1/n- fil /z since /z 1/. is
n,
(n
stable, Then we have 6 P=P, =/
7"P.
(n)
aV is a normal subTherefore T.S,!6
aV. Since
()
aV such that 6
group of 4, there exists /3
((n))-I
This
implies
equality
fl(n)Tn.
T1/n(fl(n)) -1. Consequently, fil/n (o(n>)-l/z
T1/nlU, which implies fi/,
T/nP for any positive
integer k. Since fit is continuous in t > 0, we get
the equality /2t= Ttlu for all real t> 0, The
proof is complete.
2. Domain of normal attraction of stable distributions. Let G be a simply connected nilpotent Lie group equipped with a dilation {Tt}t>o.
Let f be its Lie algebra, where an inner product
(,) and the associated norm [] are defined on
c. Let l,...,n,... be a sequence of independent random variables with values in G with the
identical distribution. Then the products
define a random walk on
l""n n--1 2
the group G. We shall discuss the weak convergence of the sequence {} as --o oo by constricting its spacial scale through the inverse of
a sequence of G-valued
{7".}. Namely we consider
(n)
random variables q
Tnl(,). Let /z () be
their distributions. If the sequence {/z (n>}
converges weakly, the limit distribution p should
be stable with respect to the dilation {’} in view
of Theorem 1.1. The identical distribution p of

-

,

’

,--

3

sek is said to belong to the
domain of normal attraction of the stable distribution p. We are interested in finding criteria
which makes p to belong to the domain of normal
attraction of a stable distribution.
For the study of the above problem, it is
more convenient to consider a sequence of
(n)
-1
G-valued stochastic processes
with continuous time parameter t
[0, oz), instead of the sequence of G-valued random variIf the sequence of the distributions of
ables p
random variables qt converges weakly for any
t > 0, we say that the distributions of opt converge weakly.
In order to introduce an assumption for the
log ek, we need a fact on
distribution r of r/
the exponent Q of the dilation. Let g be the
minimal polynomial of Q. It is factorized as g-gl gp, where gl
gp are distinct irreducible monic polynomials and lj are positive inte-

the random variables

-

Set
Ker(g(Q)J), j-- 1, p. These
Q-invariant
are
subspaces of f and admits a
direct sum decomposition f
Let
j
reals)
are
be
the
roots
1/3(aj,/3
cr-+’v/tc=
of g (---- eigen values of Q). We set

W

gets.

W.

I-- {j;ay 1/2}, ] {j;1/2 <
]1 {j;1/2 ( aj < 1}.

a<

oo},

The subspaces of f are defined by W
etc. and projectors to Wt, Wy etc. are
denoted by
etc. We define
S= {0E f:[ 0 1 1, [rOOI > 1 for all r> 1}.
Then every X E (X :/: 0) is represented uniquely by X= tOO, where 0 E S and r E (0, oo).
We denote r and 0 by r(X)and O(X). We set
S
St S W and
Condition A. (1)
is square integrable

()iI/V

Two’

T

S

Tw,X

W.

0. Further
with respect to r and/" TwlXlr(dAO
R J TwX" (TwX)’Tc(dAO is nondegenerate on
t-

+ RQ’--R where Q’ is
Q.
the transpose of
(2) TW X is integrable with respect to 7r and
W and satisfies QR

f Tw Xzr(dX) -O.
(3) There exists a measure 2 over S supported
by

S] such

(2.1)

that

lim t.n({rOO

0

holds for any Borel set
0.

F, r > t}) 2(F)
F in S] such that 2 (OF)
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Theorem 2.1. Assume that real parts of eigen
values of the exponent Q are all greater than or
equal to 1/2 and are not equal to 1. If Condition A
is satisfied for the distribution 7c
log then the
(n)
distributions of 99 converge weakly. Let {}t> be
the family of limit distributions. Then it is a convolution semigroup of stable distributions with respect to the dilation {T}>o. Let L be the infinitesimal generator of the convolution semigroup.
C Lf is represented by
Then for any f

,

,

f

1

Lf(v)

(2.2)

rjkXXkf (v) 4-

,

(f(v exp X) f(v)
Xf(v))M(dX).
Here, {Xx,..
Xa} is a basis of
(rik) is the
matrix representation of the covariance R with respect to the basis, and M is the measure over
-{o}

.

{0} defined by
(dO)
(2.3) M(E)

.,,,
e.,,

fs

variables

fo

,oo)

se.,

A,,

n

b..

n

F

{r (X)<}

;

(x)<}

6}

(a) lim_.o lim sup._.o

Tw,Xr. (dX)

{X f;r(X)

A..

R

<

We

(1/n) O-(1/z)I R,(1/n) (o-(/z)z>’,

Let R

/2

R,

["
’r

X" X’rc(dX).
(X)<nd}

be a unique linear symmetric trasforma-

=

tion on f# such that (R/)
R, R/W Wt
O, where
and Rx/W
is the orthogonal
-/2
is defined similarcomplement of Wt in f#. R
ly. Then we have the equality

W

Tw,A..T(v,- R

R 1/2 K,R --1/2 (TwR,Tw- R) R -1/2K,R 1/2

n

t holds
x
x/n)
for all n. Indeed, the property QR + RQ’
tR or t
R implies t
R for any t > 0, so that KnK T(er See Prope
osition 4.3.3 in [11. Now since
0 as n--- C,we obtain
R
0 as n---, c. We next consider
A,. By (2.4),
we have

wnere

IIK II <-1

Rt’=

Zw,A,. -</"
Zw, r 0 ]z G. (dOdr)
where G (F F0
M ({ 0(X) F, r(X) F)).
Let q be the minimum of c such that cr > 1/2.

-

{fir(X)log If(X)II M,,(dX)}

(2.5)

Tw, rO

(log r) x
jl k--’O

T

oo and f Co(r). Here C0(zt)
for any 0 <
is the set of all continuous functions f over
{0} such that limx_.0f(X)
O, limx_.oof(X)

and

Tw,A,.Tw,

Note that

0. where

f(x)<f (X) M (dX) fr(x)<f (X) M(dX)
exists

ZwAa,nT,- R + 2 TwA,n II,

(0,)

6).

is the norm of the linear transformation.
(b) The sequence of measures {Mn} converges to
M vaguely in the following sense.

-<

R II-<

A,.

Tw

X. X" zc. ( dX)

where
<
want to prove the following three:

{r(X)

converges

it is sufficient to prove that each term of the
right hand side converges to 0 as n---- c and
6--- 0. Consider first
R The matrix A,. is written by

where

.,,

{B,n}

If these three properties are verified, then the
sequence of the distributions of pln), n
1, 2,...
converges weakly and the family of the limit distributions is a convolution semigroup by a slight
modification of Theorem 3 in [2]. It is in fact
stable with respect to the given dilation. The representation (2.2) of the infinitesimal generator is
shown in [3].
We shall first prove (a). Since

x(rO)r-dr"

Then
exp(d?’/.r/k) exp((1/n)O7,). For
each fixed n, these are independent identically
distributed random variables. We have qt
.,i.tl, because 7t(av) Tt(a) Yt(v) is
satisfied. In order to prove the weak convergence
of distributions of ql n), we shall apply a result in
Kunita [2]. Let rr. be the distribution of (1/n)Orl,
over c. We denote by M,, the restriction of the
measure nrn to the subset f- {0}. For a fixed
6 > 0, we define a linear transformation A, n
over f and a vector B, n
(b,n) as follows.

(2.4)

bounded.

(c) The sequence of the vectors
for any > 0.

A,

Define an array of G-valued random
n, k 1,2,... by
7x/,,(,).

Proof

[Vol. 71(A),

is

is the projector to Ker((Qwhere
Then for
with 0 < e < q--1/2, there is a
rOO < cr q- for
positive constant c such that
all 0 S and r < 1. Set F(t)
Gn(S It, co)).
Then TwA,n is dominated by

lTw,
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t2(q-s)-I F.(t)dt).

2(q-s)

F(8) + 2(q- s)
F. (t)

Since

(S)t

-

holds for any t
Therefore,
lim sup

>0

by Condition A (2).

+ 2(q

(S)(

c

s)

-dt),
2(q- s) > 1.

0 because
which tends to 0 as 8
We have thus proved the assertion (a).
We shall next prove (b). For any 8
have

M, { O(X)
n

fo

2
62

b,n <TwX 12Mn (dX)
M. ((0 (X) S, r(X) >

.2(q-) F. (dr) <_

,)

we

St, r( 2 ) )

[Tw,X [2n (d

)

<X)SI, r(X

Tr (R 1/2K -1/2(R-

Tw,

T’

-1/2,1/2)

8)) 1/2.

The first term of the right hand side is bounded
in n. The second term converges to 0. Therfore
for any 6 > 0, limn_.b, exists and is equal to 0
I. Next consider the case 1/2 < % < 1.
if j
By Condition A(2), b,, is written as (2.6). Note
the equality (2.5). Then for N > 0, the truncated
/ N)V (-- N) belongs to
function f
Co(zr). Therefore the limit of b,, exists and is

(TwrOO

equal to

> 0,

x

Twr O,(dO) r-dr

for any

6 > 0. In the case where % > 1, we can show
similarly that lim,_.ob,n exists and is equal to

--fo2TwrO,(dO)r-dr

for

any

0> 0. The

proof is complete.
The following corresponds to a central limit
theorem on the Lie group.
log is of
Corollary 2.2. Assume that 7
mean 0 and has a finite nonsingular covariance R
IrA =- Tw,R T(h satisfies QA + A Q’ A, the distributions of q)t converge weakly. Let {/t} t>o be the
family of limit distributions. Then it is a convolution semigroup of stable distributions with respect to
the dilation {7"t}t>o. Further its characteristics are
given by (A, O, 0).

e

0 as

if

f

is a function of the form

Now let F be a Bore1 et in Sy

f(Twt.
E {rO.OF,a<rb).

f(

satisfying (2.1) and let

Then lim,_=M,(E)= M(E). Indeed by Condition A (3), we have
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